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Question Number One: Comprehension
Read each of the following texts carefully and answer the question below
each of them. Your answer must be based on the information in the text.
Answers

1- Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of
Things’. For them, a dream is coming true. They say
that our lives will be easier and more comfortable.
However, others are not so sure. They want to keep
control of their own lives and their own things. In
addition, they wonder what would happen if
criminals managed to access their passwords and
security settings. The dream could easily become a
nightmare!
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The writer of the text:
a- says what he thinks
b- stands with the first opinion
c- gives two different opinions
d- stands with the second opinion

2- One doctor said, “I will always turn to conventional medical treatment first
to ensure that no underlying condition is missed. However, the idea of
complementary treatments is no longer an alien concept. In my opinion, it
should work alongside modern medicine, and not against it.”
The underlined pronoun “it” refers to:
a- Underlying condition
b- Conventional medical treatment
c- The idea of complementary treatments
d- Complementary treatments
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3- Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is
largely due to the country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top
priority. Advances in education, economic conditions, sanitation, clean
water, diet and housing have made our community healthier.
Find a word in the text which means “a promise to do something”
a- Commitment
b- Sanitation
c- Priority
d- Due to

4- The king Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC) is Jordan’s only comprehensive
cancer treatment center. It treats both adult and paediatric patients. As the
population of the country increases, more and more families will have trust
or confidence in the hospital for cancer treatment.
The phrasal verb which replaces the underlined words is:
a- Cope with
b- Settle down
c- Fill in
d- Rely on

5- Energy will be provided by solar power and wind farms, and there are also
plans to build the world’s largest hydrogen plant. A desalination plant will
be used to provide the city’s water, with 80% of water used being recycled.
Biological waste will be used as an energy source too, and industrial waste
will be recycled.
The text mentions the things which could be recycled. These things are:
a- 80% of water used only
b- Industrial waste only
c- All biological waste
d- Water and industrial waste
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6- Studio schools are pioneering schools which receive funding as well as
support from private businesses, and which seek to encourage young
people to undertake a less conventional form of secondary education.
These schools often specialise in one specific area, whilst understanding
that the same broad range of skills and qualifications should be made
available to all young people.
The main objective of space schools is to:
a- receive fund and support
b- change the form of education into a less conventional one
c- provide students with funds
d- teach private businesses

7- The contradictory views of the study suggest that the number and length of
school days is not the only factor in determining whether students will
succeed at school or not.
The students’ academic achievement and the process of teaching and
learning on the whole is affected by different factors rather than the time
students spend at school.
a- True
b- False

8- Finally, learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your
mother tongue more effectively. As you become more aware of the way
that a language works, you begin to apply it to the language that you use
every day.
The underlined pronoun “it “refers to:
a- A foreign language
b- Your mother tongue
c- A foreign language and your mother tongue
d- The way that a language works
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9- Despite the high cost, most students choose to study away from home. A
recent survey of 17,000 students revealed that only 7% wanted to stay at
home while they studied for their degree. Of course for most young people,
living away from home means borrowing even more money from the
government. So why don’t students choose to avoid debt by staying at
home, where they don’t have to pay rent? Most of them say that they want
to move to the university of their choice, rather than the nearest
one.Another strong motive is the desire to live in a new culture.
One of the reasons which encourages most students to study away from
home is:
a- to borrow more money from the government
b- to avoid debt
c- not to pay rent
d- to live in a new culture

Question Number Two: Vocabulary and derivation
B: Vocabulary
ANSWERS

1- Doctors often treat infections with antibiotics; that is
the ……. approach.
a- complementary
b- conventional
c- homoeopathic
d- acupuncture
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2- When my grandfather had a heart attack, the doctors attached a special
……… to his chest.
a- helmet
b- seat belt
c- monitor
d- prosthetic
3- If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon………
a- waste
b- friendly
c- neutral
d- footprint
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4- ………… is a subject that I’ve always been interested in. Learning about
ancient and modern civilizations is fascinating.
a- History
b- Banking and finance
c- Linguistics
d- Fine arts

B: Derivation
1- Patients who believe in complementary medicine
always consult a private……..
a- practise
b- practical
c- practitioner
d- practically
2- They will ………. the meeting as best they could.
a- publicity
b- publicise
c- public

ANSWERS
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d- publicizing

3- An ancient tradition has proved to be ………. beneficial to the community.
a- extreme
b- extremity
c- extremism
d- extremely
4- You should be multilingual to easily get a job at a ……….. company or
organisation.
a- global
b- globalise
c- globally
d- globalises

Question Number Three: Structure and collocations
1- Randa has been studying law at university since 2017 CE.
This sentence means:
a- Randa is still studying law at university.
b- Randa finished studying law at university in 2017 CE.
c- Randa must have finished studying law at university in 2017 CE.
d- Randa isn’t studying law at university now.
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2- The river Amazon ……….. into the Atlantic ocean.
a- flow
b- have flown
c- flows
d- is flown
3- The mosque in our area ………. five years ago.
a- was built
b- built
c- didn’t build
d- had built
4- The tourists visited Petra, and then they went to
Aqaba.
This sentence means:
a- Before the tourists visited Petra, they had gone to
Aqaba.
b- When the tourists visited Petra, they had gone to
Aqaba.
c- After the tourists had gone to Aqaba, they visited
Petra.
d- The tourists went to Aqaba after they had visited
Petra.
5- A: Please be quiet when you come home tonight. The
baby ……….
B: Don’t worry. I won’t forget.
a- was sleeping
b- will be sleeping
c- will have slept
d- had slept
6- Reham said that she …….. the dentists the next day.
a- is going to see
b- has seen
c- intends to see
d- would see

Answers
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7- Mona had her clothes …….. up by her eldest sister.
a- washed
b- been washed
c- been washing
d- wash
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8- Emad was walking home when the rain started. It was very heavy, so he
…………... got very wet.
a- must have
b- can’t have
c- might
d- don’t have
9- If you play computer games all day, you ……….. time to study.
a- hadn’t had
b- couldn’t have
c- hasn’t had
d- won’t have

10- If Ali ……….. his own computer, he wouldn’t need to use his friend’s
computer.
a- has had
b- will have
c- had
d- has

11- It isn’t necessary to switch off the screen. This sentence means:
a- You don’t have to switch off the screen.
b- You must switch off the screen.
c- You have to switch off the screen
d- If I were you, I would switch off the screen.
12- I ……………. understand English, but now I do.
a- am not used to
b- didn’t use to
c- used to
d- wasn’t used to
13- Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught ………..
a- out of the blue
b- red-handed
c- the green light
d- a white elephant

14- Do you think you ……….. your school friends when you go to university?
a- will be missing
b- had missed
c- are going to missing
d- will miss
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15- I always ……… the ideas when I sit in the morning alone.
a- catch
b- take
c- get
d- attend
16- Soon we ……… packing for our holiday.
a- ‘re going to
b- ‘ll be
c- ‘re going
d- will have
17- The wedding party will be held in a hotel.
To emphasise the underlined word “a hotel”, we would say:
abcd-

The party which will be held in a hotel is the wedding.
The place where the wedding party will be held is a hotel.
It is the wedding party which will be held in a hotel.
The thing which will be held in a hotel is the wedding party.

18- It was Al-Jazari who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century.
This sentence means:
a- The person who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century
was Al-Jazari.
b- The thing that Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth century was the
mechanical clock.
c- It was the twelfth century when Al-Jazari invented the mechanical clock.
d- It was the mechanical clock which Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth
century.

19- In Qasr Bashir, there are about twenty three stables ……….. horses may
have been kept.
a- which
b- that
c- where
d- whose
20- I enjoyed the film ….. you did.
a- more than
c- most
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21- Not as many tourists visited Jerash as they visited Petra.
This sentence means:
a- Less tourists visited Petra than Jerash.
b- More tourists visited Petra than Jerash.
c- Tourists visited Jerash as many as Petra.
d- There are less tourists visited Petra than Jerash.
22- The syllable which carries the primary stress in the word “contradictory” is:
a- Con
b- tra
c- dict
d- tory
23- The equivalent English word for the following IPA transcription/’eksəsaiz/
is:
a- access
b- exercise c- axes
d- accesses
24- One of the following questions is written in a polite formal way:
a- Is there a postbox near here?
b- What is the time?
c- Do you know who that man is?
d- Where is the nearest bank?
25- Could you tell me …………?
a- when will Osama arrive
c- when did Osama arrive

b- when Osama arrived
d- when has Osama arrived

26- I need to organize my time better. I think I’ll draw up a time table.
The underlined collocation means write a schedule.
a- true
b- false
27- Learning a new language …………. the brain with unique challenges.
a- thinks to present
b- thinks presenting
c- is thought presenting
d- is thought to present
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28- Jordan needs to import a lot of oil. If only it ………… larger oil reserves.
a- had
b- has
c- has had
d- will have
29- I’ve broken my watch. I wish I …………. It.
a- didn’t drop
b- haven’t dropped
c- hadn’t dropped
d- don’t drop
30- people ………… smartphones since they were invented in the early 2000s.
a- will be using
b- had been using
c- have been using
d- were using

Question Number Four: Writing
1- Technology makes communication more convenient. …..…, the more
quickly and conveniently we communicate, the more likely it is that there
will be misunderstanding.
ANSWERS
a- In this way
b- However
c- Therefore
d- As a consequence
2- - Name: Ibn Bassal
- Date: the eleventh century CE
- Location: Al-Andalus
- Occupation: a writer, a scientist, an engineer
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The sentence which includes all the information
above is:
a- Ibn Bassal who wrote A Book of Agriculture was a writer, a scientist and
an engineer.
b- The person who was a writer, a scientist and an engineer was Ibn Bassal.
c- Al-Andalus is the country where Ibn Bassal lived in the eleventh century
CE.
d- Ibn Bassal was a writer, a scientist and an engineer who lived in AlAndalus in the eleventh century CE.
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3- should/ much/ I/ do/ could/ you/ revision/ me/ tell/ how/ ?
These words are rearranged correctly to make indirect question:
a- Could you tell me how much revision I should do?
b- You could tell me how much revision should I do?
c- You should tell me much revision how I could do?
d- How I could do much revision you should tell me?
4- Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, ……….., chemist, musician and an
astronomer.
a- mathematician
b- mathemetician
c- mathematision
d- mathametician
5- One of the following words is spelt correctly:
a- profisiency
b- profitiency
c- proficiensy
d- proficiency
6- Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us, by telling us when to
wake up, eat and sleep.
The underlined words in the above sentence express one of the following
rhetorical devices:
a- simile
b- personification
c- onomatopoeia
d- metaphor

7- The sentence which acts as an introduction for writing a report is:
a- It is recommended that people should use renewable energy sources.
b- This report examines the advantages and dis advantages of different
natural sources of power.
c- People prefer using fossil fuels to using solar energy.
d- People are advised to use both wind farms and solar energy.

Good Luck
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